Relevance of hospital characteristics as performance indicators for treatment of very-low-birth-weight neonates.
Current attempts at centralization of neonatal care in Germany focus on a minimum volume of 30 very-low-birth-weight (VLBW, weighing <1250 g) neonate admissions per year. However, the evidence for a selective referral strategy based on hospital volume is unclear. A total of 5575 neonates weighing <1250 g treated in 31 hospitals in Bavaria between 2000 and 2011 were analysed using population-based data. The relevance of different hospital characteristics (i.e. hospital volume, bed capacity and teaching status) for explaining individual in-hospital mortality as well as interhospital variation in mortality rates was analysed using multilevel logistic regression analysis. In a risk-adjusted model, only dichotomized hospital volume (<30 admissions) was significantly associated with higher mortality in VLBW neonates (odds ratio: 1.74; 95% confidence interval: 1.02-2.99). However, the higher mortality risk only applied to neonates with higher Clinical Risk Index for Babies (CRIB) scores. There was considerable heterogeneity in mortality rates between Bavarian hospitals. The median odds ratio for mortality between two neonates treated in a randomly chosen low-performing versus high-performing hospital was 1.62 in the null model (without explanatory variables). Hospital volume only explained 15.1% of interhospital variation in mortality rates after adjustment for case-mix. Other hospital characteristics were of minor relevance. A funnel plot of the standardized mortality ratio against the number of admissions showed that 41% of small-volume hospitals performed better than expected. A selective referral strategy based solely on hospital volume will fall short of the task of optimal allocation of neonatal care by means of centralization.